In this paper a new lifetime distribution which is obtained by compounding Lindley and geometric distributions, named Lindley-geometric (LG) distribution, is introduced. Several properties of the new distribution such as density, failure rate, mean lifetime, moments, and order statistics are derived. Furthermore, estimation by maximum likelihood and inference for large sample are discussed. The paper is motivated by two applications to real data sets and we hope that this model be able to attract wider applicability in survival and reliability.
Introduction
The Lindley distribution specified by the probability density function (p.d.f.)
f (x) = θ 2 θ + 1
(1 + x)e −θx , x > 0, θ > 0,
was introduced by Lindley [13] . The corresponding cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) is given by
The Lindley distribution, in spite of little attention in the statistical literature, is important for studying stress-strength reliability modeling. Besides, some researchers have proposed new classes of distributions based on modifications of the Lindley distribution, including also their properties. Sankaran [23] introduced the discrete Poisson-Lindley distribution by combining the Poisson and Lindley distributions. Ghitany et al. [9] investigated most of the statistical distribution with pdf P (N = n) = (1 − p)p n−1 , n = 1, 2, · · · , 0 < p < 1.
Let Y = min(X 1 , · · · , X N ), then the conditional cdf of Y |N = n is given by F Y |N (y|n) = 1 − (1 + θy θ + 1 )e −θy n ,
The Lindley-geometric (LG) distribution, denoted by LG(p, θ), is defined by the marginal cdf of Y , i.e., 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the density function, survival and hazard rate functions of the LG with some of their properties are given. Section 3 provides a general expansion for the quantiles and moments of the LG distribution. Its moment generating function is derived in this section. Section 4 provides the moments of order statistics of the LG distribution. Residual life and reversed residual functions of the LG distribution is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the Bonferroni and Lorenz curves of the LG distribution. In Section 7 we explain the probability weighted moments. Mean deviations from the mean and median are derived in Section 8. Estimation of the parameters by maximum likelihood via an EM-algorithm and inference for large sample are presented in Section 9. Applications to two real data sets are given in Section 10 and conclusions are provided in Section 11.
Density function, survival and hazard rate functions
The probability density function of the LG distribution is given by
where θ > 0 and 0 < p < 1.
Even when p ≤ 0, Equation (5) is a density function. We can then define the LG distribution by Equation (5) for any p < 1. Some special sub-models of the LG distribution (5) are obtained as follows. If p = 0, we have the Lindley distribution. When p → 1 − , the LG distribution tends to a distribution degenerate in zero. Hence, the parameter p can be interpreted as a concentration parameter.
LG density functions are displayed in Figure 1 for selected values of θ and p = −2, − .05, 0, .05, .09. Proof. See Appendix.
The survival function and hazard rate function of the LG distribution, are given respectively
and
Figure 2 provides the plots of the hazard rate function of the LG distribution for different values p = −2, − .05, 0, .05, .09 and θ = .03, .08, 1, 3. We have the following results regarding the shapes of the hazard rate function of the LG distribution. The proof is provided in the Appendix.
Theorem 2. The hazard function of the LG distribution in (7) is (i) bathtub-shaped if
Proposition 1. The hazard rate function of the LG distribution in (7) tends to θ 2 (θ+1)(1−p) and θ where y → 0 and y → ∞, respectively.
Using the series expansion
where |z| < 1 and k > 0, the density function (5) can be demonstrated by
Various mathematical properties of the LG distribution can be obtained from (9) and the corresponding properties of the Lindely distribution.
In the following theorem, we give the stochastically ordering property of the random variable Y with LG distribution. 
Quantiles and moments of the LG distribution
Applying the equation F (x ξ ) = ξ, the ξth quantile of the LG distribution is the solution of
which is used for data generation from the LG distribution.
Suppose that Y ∼ LG(p, θ), using the equation (9) and applying the binomial expression for
Using Eq. (10), the moment generating function of the LG distribution is given by
Proposition 2. The mean of the LG distribution ig given by
).
Order statistics and their moments
Order statistics make their appearance in many areas of statistical theory and practice. Order statistics are among the most fundamental tools in non-parametric statistics and inference and play an important role in quality control testing and reliability, where a practitioner needs to predict the failure of future items based on the times of a few early failures.
Let Y 1 , · · · , Y n be a random sample taken from the LG distribution and Y 1:n , · · · , Y n:n denote the corresponding order statistics. Then, the pdf f r:n (y) of the r th order statistics Y r:n is given by f r:n (y) = 1 Be(r,n−r+1)
where Be(a, b) = 1 0 w a−1 (1 − w) b−1 dw is the beta function. After some calculations and using the binomial expression for 1 + θy θ+1 n−r+i+j+l , we have
The k th moment of the r th order statistic Y r:n can be obtained from the known result,
Residual life and reversed failure rate function of the LG distribution
Given that a component survives up to time t > 0, the residual life is the period beyond t until the time of failure and defined by the conditional random variable Y −t|Y > t. In reliability, it is well known that the mean residual life function and ratio of two consecutive moments of residual life determine the distribution uniquely (Gupta and Gupta, [10] ). Therefore, we obtain the rth-order moment of the residual life via the general formula
where S(t) = 1 − F (t), is the survival function.
Applying the binomial expansion to (y − t) r into the above formula gives
where Γ(s; t) = ∞ t x s−1 e −x dx, shows the upper incomplete gamma function. The mean residual life (MRL) of the LG distribution is given by
In particular, we obtain
Also, if p = 0, then
which is the MRL function of the original Lindley distribution. The variance of the residual life of the LG distribution can be obtained easily by using µ 2 (t) and µ(t).
The reversed residual life can be defined as the conditional random variable t−Y |Y ≤ t which denotes the time elapsed from the failure of a component given that its life is less than or equal to t. This random variable may also be called the inactivity time (or time since failure); for more details one can see (Kundu and Nanda, [11] ; Nanda et al., [21] ). Also, in reliability, the mean reversed residual life and ratio of two consecutive moments of reversed residual life characterize the distribution uniquely. Using (4) and (5), the reversed failure (or reversed hazard) rate function is given by
It is noticed that h(0) = ∞ and h(0) is discontinuous in the parameters of the LG distribution.
The r th-order moment of the reversed residual life can be obtained by the well known formula
where γ(s; t) = t 0 x s−1 e −x dx, shows the lower incomplete gamma function. Thus, the mean of the reversed residual life of the LG distribution is given by
Using m(t) and m 2 (t) one can obtain the variance and the coefficient of variation of the reversed residual life of the LG distribution.
Bonferroni and Lorenz curves of the LG distribution
The Bonferroni and Lorenz curves and Gini index have many applications not only in economics to study income and poverty, but also in other fields like reliability, medicine and insurance. The Bonferroni curve B F [F (y)] is given by
Using this fact that
the Bonferroni curve of the distribution function F of LG distribution is given by
where µ (the mean of LG distribution) is given in (11).
Also, the Lorenz curve of F that follows the LG distribution can be obtained via the expression
The scaled total time and cumulative total time on test transform of a distribution function F (Pundir et al., [22] are defined by
respectively, where S(.) denotes the survival function. If F (t) denotes the LG distribution function specified by (4) then we have,
The Gini index can be obtained from the relationship G = 1 − C F .
Probability weighted moments
The probability weighted moments (PWMs) method can generally be used for estimating parameters of a distribution whose inverse form cannot be expressed explicitly. We calculate the PWMs of the LG distribution since they can be used to obtain the moments of the LG distribution. The PWMs of a random variable Y are formally defined by
where r and s are positive integers and F (.) and f (.) are the cdf and pdf of the random variable Y . The PWMs of the LG distribution are given in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The PWMs of the LG distribution with cdf (4) and pdf (5), are given by
Proposition 4. The sth moment of the LG distribution can be obtained putting r = 0 in Eq.
(21). Also, the mean and variance of the LG distribution can be obtained.
Mean deviations
The amount of scatter in a population can be measured by the totality of deviations from the mean and median. For a random variable X with pdf f (.), cdf F (.), mean µ = E(X) and M = M edian(X), the mean deviation about the mean and the mean deviation about the median, are defined respectively by 
× γ(k + 3; θb(j + 1)) + θ(j + 1)γ(k + 2; θb(j + 1)) . 
Estimation and inference
The estimation of the parameters of the LG distribution using the maximum likelihood estimation is studied in this section. Let Y 1 , Y 2 , · · · , Y n be a random sample with observed values y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n from LG distribution with parameters p and θ. The total log-likelihood function is given by
The associated score function is given by U n = (∂l n /∂p, ∂l n /∂θ) T , where
The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of p and θ is obtained by solving the nonlinear system U n = 0. The solution of this nonlinear system of equation has not a closed form. For interval estimation and hypothesis tests on the model parameters, we require the information matrix.
Asymptotic variances and covariances of the MLEs
Applying the usual large sample approximation, MLE of Θ i. and ∂l/∂θ, the elements of the symmetric, second-order observed information matrix are found to be The estimated asymptotic multivariate normal N 2 (Θ, I( Θ) −1 ) distribution of Θ can be used to construct approximate confidence intervals for the parameters and for the hazard rate and survival functions. An 100(1 − γ) asymptotic confidence interval for parameters p and θ is given by
whereÎ pp andÎ θθ are the diagonal element of I( Θ) −1 and Z γ 2 is the quantile 1 − γ/2 of the standard normal distribution.
We can compute the maximized unrestricted and restricted log-likelihoods to construct likelihood ratio (LR) statistics for testing some LG sub-models. For example, we can use LR statistics to check whether the fitted LG distribution for a given data set is statistically "superior" to the fitted Lindely distribution. In any case, hypothesis tests of the type H 0 : Θ = Θ 0 versus H 1 : Θ = Θ 0 can be performed using LR statistics. In this case, the LR statistic for testing
}, where Θ and Θ 0 are the MLEs under H 1 and H 0 . The statistic w is asymptotically (as n → ∞) distributed as χ 2 k , where k is the dimension of the subset Θ of interest.
An EM algorithm
Let the complete-data be Y 1 , · · · , Y n with observed values y 1 , · · · , y n and the hypothetical random variable Z 1 , · · · , Z n . The joint probability density function is such that the marginal density of Y 1 , · · · , Y n is the likelihood of interest. Then, we define a hypothetical complete-data distribution for each (Y i , Z i ) i = 1, · · · , n with a joint probability density function in the form
where Θ = (p, θ), y > 0 and z ∈ N.
Under the formulation, the E-step of an EM cycle requires the expectation of (Z|Y ; Θ (r) ) where
is the current estimate (in the rth iteration) of Θ.
The pdf of Z given Y , say g(z|y) is given by
Thus, its expected value is given by
The EM cycle is completed with the M-step by using the maximum likelihood estimation over Θ, with the missing Z's replaced by their conditional expectations given above.
The log-likelihood for the complete-data is
The components of the score function U * n (Θ) = (
.
From a nonlinear system of equations U * n (Θ) = 0, we obtain the iterative procedure of the EM algorithm aŝ
e −θ (r+1) y i , whereθ (r+1) is found numerically. Hence, for i = 1, · · · , n, we have that
)e −θ (r) y i .
Applications to real data sets
In this Section we fit LG distribution to two real data sets and compare the fitness with the extended Lindely (Bakoucha et al., [3] ), Lindely, Weibull and exponential distributions, whose densities are given by
respectively. The first data set represents the waiting times (in minutes) before service of 100 bank customers. This data is examined and analyzed by Ghitany et al. [9] in fitting the Lindely distribution.
In the second data set, we consider vinyl chloride data obtained from clean upgradient monitoring wells in mg/L; this data set is used by Bhaumik et al. [4] in fitting the gamma distribution for small samples. The best distribution corresponds to lower −2 log(L), AIC, AICC, BIC, AD and CM statistics values. Table 1 shows parameter MLEs with the standard errors according to each one of the five fitted distributions for the two real data sets. Also, Table 2 shows the values of −2 log(L), K-S statistic with its respective p-value, AIC, AICC, BIC, AD and CM statistics values.
The values in Table 2 , indicate that the LG distribution is a strong competitor to other distributions commonly used in literature for fitting lifetime data. These conclusions are corroborated by the fitted pdf, cdf and survival functions of the LG, EL, Lindley, Weibull and exponential distributions in Fig. 3 . We observed a difference between the fitted curves, which is a strong motivation for choosing the most suitable distribution for fitting these two sets of data.
From the above results, it is evident that the LG distribution is the best distribution for fitting these data sets compared to other distributions considered here. 
Conclusion
We propose a new two-parameter distribution, referred to as the LG distribution which contains as special the Lindley distribution. The hazard function of the LG distribution can be decreasing, increasing and bathtub-shaped. Several properties of the LG distribution such as moments, maximum likelihood estimation procedure via an EM-algorithm, moments of order statistics, residual life function and probability weighted moments are studied. Finally, we fitted
LG model to two real data sets to show the potential of the new proposed distribution.
